Abstract
Introduction

13
Episodic memory recapitulates the sequential structure of events that unfold in space and time 14 [Eichenbaum, 2017] . In the brain, the hippocampal network is critical for binding the 15 representations of discontiguous events [Kitamura et al., 2015 , Eichenbaum, 2017 . These findings 16 are corroborated by recent evidence that the hippocampus generates sequences of neural activity 17 that bridge the gap between sensory experiences [Pastalkova et al., 2008 , MacDonald et al., 2011 Wang et al., 2015 , Robinson et al., 2017 , and that these dynamics are critical for memory [Wang A head-fixed mouse is immobilized and on each trial exposed to an auditory cue (CS+ or CS-) for 20 seconds. This is followed by a 15-second stimulus-free 'trace' period, after which the US is triggered (CS+ trials only). Air-puffs are used as the US and lick suppression as a measure of learned fear. Operant water rewards are available throughout all trials. B: Top, schematic of in vivo imaging preparation with example 2-photon field of view in dorsal hippocampal area CA1. Bottom, calcium traces (grey) and inferred event times (black) from an example neuron. C: Behavioral data for an example mouse over the complete tFC paradigm. Each row is a trial, where dots indicate licks. CSs are first presented without US pairing ('Pre-Learning' epoch). Mice then rapidly learn to discriminate CSs and associate the CS+ with the US over the first 6 paired trials ('Learning' epoch), after which we continue to collect additional trials ('Post-Learning' epoch). D: Summary of behavioral dataset. We compute a normalized lick rate for each trial by dividing the lick rate during the CS tone (0-20 sec) period by the lick rate in the pre-CS (-10 to 0 sec) period. Bold lines are averages across mice. Thin lines show individual mice (n = 3 mice, linear mixed-effects model with fixed effects of CS and learning epoch, with mouse as random effect, main effect significance shown in inset, post hoc models fit to each epoch separately with fixed effects of CS and trial number, Pre-Learning: no significant effects, Learning: effect of trial number (***) and CS × trial number (*), Post-Learning, effect of CS (***), Wald χ 2 test). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 with continued US reinforcement to avoid extinction of learned fear. Mice readily discriminated 83 between the two cues throughout Post-Learning, as they suppressed licking consistently on CS+ 84 trials but not CS-trials, where the air-puff was never presented (Fig. 1C,D) .
85
Fluorescence imaging data from each trial was motion corrected [Kaifosh et al., 2014] , and ROI 86 spatial masks and activity traces were extracted using the Suite2p software package [Pachitariu 87 et al., 2017] . All traces were deconvolved [Friedrich et al., 2017 ] to estimate underlying spike events. 88 After registering ROIs across sessions, we identified 472 CA1 pyramidal neurons from 3 mice that 89
were each active on at least 4 trials, which were used for subsequent analyses ( Fig. 2A ). Neural 90 activity spanned all trial periods during the task both Pre-and Post-Learning, with a clear increase 91
in neural activity following learning (population average event rate from 0-35 sec (events/sec): Pre: 92 0.039, Post: 0.057, p < 1.67e-10, signed rank test) and a large population response to the US (Fig. 93 2A).
94
We first asked whether the hippocampus generated a consistent temporal code during each trial 95
to connect the CS and US representations [Sellami et al., 2017 , Kitamura et al., 2015 . While 96 ordering population activity by the latency of neurons' peak firing rates naturally lends the 97 appearance of a sequence that spans the trial period ( Fig. 2A) , this ordering must be consistent 98 across trials in order to be useful for computation. We approached this question through decoding, 99
as the presence of sequential dynamics such as "time cells" [MacDonald et al., 2011] should allow us 100
to decode the passage of time from the neural data [Bakhurin et al., 2017 , Robinson et al., 2017 Cueva et al., 2019] . We used an ensemble of linear classifiers trained to discriminate the population 102 activity between every pair of time points [Bakhurin et al., 2017 , Cueva et al., 2019 in the tone and 103 trace periods of the trial (0-35 sec, 2.5 sec bins). To illustrate the idea behind this analysis, we can 104 summarize the activity of the network at each point in time as a point in a high dimensional neural 105 state space, where the axes in this space corresponds to the activity rate of each neuron
106
(schematized in Fig. 2B ). without a priori assumptions on its parametric form.
122
We used these classifiers to assess whether neural activity was linearly separable between each 123 pair of time points in the tone and trace periods of the task. Figure 2 . Temporal dynamics of CA1 population activity during trace fear conditioning. A: Summary of neural activity during Pre-and Post-Learning trials. For each epoch, activity is trial-averaged and neurons are sorted by the latency of their peak firing rate during the CS and trace periods (0-35 sec) during. The population average event rate is overlaid. B: Schematic of time decoding analysis. Top: trial-averaged tuning curves of a hypothetical sequence of time cells. Bottom: state space representation of the neural data. Dots indicate the neural state on single trials at three time points in the task. Right: A separate linear classifier (support vector machine; SVM) was trained to discriminate between population activity from every pair of time points in the task. C: Matrix of classifiers for an example mouse during Post-Learning CS+ trials. The upper triangle reports the cross-validated accuracy of classifiers trained to discriminate between the corresponding pair of time points. The lower triangle reports the p-value relative to a shuffle distribution. Most pairwise classifiers perform at chance level. D: Time prediction performance for the example shown in C. For each time bin in a test trial, the population activity is assessed by all classifiers, whose outputs are combined via a voting procedure to determine the decoded time. Decoding accuracy is assessed as the absolute error between real and predicted time. Black: cross-validated average and bootstrapped 95% confidence interval for time decoding error. Yellow shading: 95% bounds of the null distribution. Decoding error is within chance levels throughout the trial. E: Summary of time decoding significance relative to the null distribution during Pre-Learning (left) and Post-Learning (right) trials.
of neural activity remains relatively constant throughout the tone and trace periods, or the 127 dynamics are not consistent across trials. As an additional test of temporal coding, we can combine 128 the output of the classifier ensemble to predict the time bin label of individual activity vectors from 129 held out test trials ("one-vs-one" multi-class prediction, [Bakhurin et al., 2017 , Cueva et al., 2019 ). 130 For each time bin in a test trial, the neural activity at that time is provided as input to all pairwise 131 classifiers, whose binary decisions are combined via a voting procedure to determine the predicted 132 time bin label of the data. Despite combining the information learned by all classifiers, time 133 decoding accuracy did not exceed chance-level performance (Fig. 2D) . We did not find evidence of 134 significant temporal coding during either Pre-or Post-Learning trials (Fig. 2E) ; we did observe 135 some trend toward significance during Post-Learning, which may reflect broader timescale 136 differences in population activity during the CS and trace periods (see Fig. 4 ). Overall, these 137 results suggest that CA1 neural activity sequences are not a reliable phenomenon during trace fear 138 memory.
139
Since animals learned the association within the first few CS+/US pairings (Fig. 1C,D) , we 140 separately assessed whether any sequential dynamics might have rapidly and transiently emerged 141 during the initial "Learning" trials. Due to the lower number of trials available, decoding was not 142 possible, and so we computed a population sequence score by computing the rank correlation 143 between the firing sequence of neurons across Learning trials (Fig. S2 ). However we found that 144 neural activity did not organize into any reliable temporal patterns during these initial CS-US 145 pairing trials. These data suggest that consistent temporal coding is not a dominant network 146 phenomenon during trace fear conditioning, and so stereotyped sequential activity is unlikely to 147 bridge the gap between CS and US presentations during the initial learning phase.
148
Our time decoding analyses indicated that most periods in time during the task were 149 indistinguishable, which suggests that the network state during each trial may be relatively static. 150 We considered an alternative hypothesis consistent with static activity, where CS information is 151 maintained by persistent activation of a subgroup of hippocampal neurons [Kaminski et al., 2017], 152 as in attractor models of neocortical networks suggested to underlie working memory [Amit and 153 Brunel, 1997 , Barak and Tsodyks, 2014 , Takehara-Nishiuchi and McNaughton, 2008 (Fig. 3A) .
160
For each time bin, we assessed whether we could accurately decode identity of the CS, separately 161
analyzing Pre-and Post-Learning trials. Fig. 3B show the results of this analysis for an example 162
Post-Learning time bin, reported as the percentage of correctly decoded trials and compared to a 163 null distribution generated by shuffling the trial type identities. Our choice of linear classifiers also 164 allowed us to obtain an intuitive measure of the importance of each neuron to the decoder's found that we were unable to decode the CS identity during Pre-Learning or Post-Learning trials at 168 any point prior to the delivery of the US (Fig. 3D) . We verified that this was not due to our choice 169 of decoder; CS decoding conclusions were unchanged when we used a Bayesian approach (Fig. S3) . 170 Similar methods have been used previously during appetitive trace conditioning paradigms in moment-to-moment population activity in the amygdala and prefrontal cortex [Saez et al., 2015] . 173 However, in these experiments the trace period was an order of magnitude shorter than in our fear 174 learning paradigm. These results indicate that information about the CS identity does not appear 175
to be maintained in the moment-to-moment activity of CA1 pyramidal cell populations. Relatedly, 176 activity was not robustly tied to instantaneous licking behavior, which differed markedly between 177 cues during Post-Learning trials (Fig. 1D ). CS decoding accuracy was generally high during US-delivery in Post-Learning trials, consistent with the clear population response to the air-puff
179
( Fig. 2A) . Though still within chance-level, there was a visible increase in the variability of 180 classifiers' performance during the tone delivery in Post-Learning trials. This suggested to us that 181
there may be cue-selective responses in the population that appeared with variable timing across 182 trials, and so they could not be reliably decoded at more granular time resolutions.
183
We tested the hypothesis that neural activity levels were predictive at longer timescales, first by 184 attempting to decode the CS identity from the average activity rate across the CS and trace 185 periods of each trial (Fig. 4A ). This analysis is identical to that outlined in Fig. 3 , except we 186 collapsed the activity into a single time bin by averaging each neuron's activity trace from 0-35 sec. 187
Surprisingly, we found that at this timescale, we could significantly decode the CS identity from the 188 population activity rates. Decoding accuracy exceeded chance performance only during
189
Post-Learning trials, congruent with a change in network organization following learning.
190
As external sensory information about the stimulus is only available during the 20 sec CS period, 191
we next asked whether average activity rates during other trial periods were still predictive of the 192 cue identity, and how those activity patterns compared to those present during the tone decoding during Pre-Learning trials was at chance level for all conditions. During Post-Learning, 199
significant decoding accuracy was observed in all time blocks starting from the tone onset (Fig. 4B ). 200
Additionally, decoders showed significant generalization between the CS and trace periods, Figure 4 . CS identity is predicted by CA1 activity rates on longer timescales. A: CS decoding accuracy for classifiers trained on the average activity within each trial's CS and trace period. Left: % accuracy, right: z-normalized relative to null distributions calculated as in Fig. 3 . Each line is the average cross-validated results from one mouse. B: Decoding CS identity from average activity in each trial time period. Decoders are trained and tested across each possible pair of time periods. In A and B, asterisks indicate significant p-values relative to shuffle distributions, averaged across mice. C: Raster plots of 3 simultaneously recorded CS-selective neurons (from average activity across CS and trace period). Right: Post-Learning CS selectivity index for each neuron, with shuffle distribution. D: Percentage of active cells with significant CS selectivity. Left: selectivity computed from average activity across CS and trace periods. Right: selectivity computed separately in each trial time period. Each line is a mouse. P-values indicate significant binomial test against the null hypothesis of ≤ 5%, pooled across mice. E: Regression of Post-Learning CS selectivity index for each neuron with its population decoder weight from A. Neurons with high selectivity are highly weighted by the population decoder (Pearson's correlation). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001
suggesting that a representation of the tone is maintained in the stimulus-free trace interval, and 202 that this representation is highly similar to activity during stimulus presentation itself. Decoders 203 trained on the trace period performed notably worse than those trained on the CS period, whether 204 tested on the trace or CS period, indicating that activity during the stimulus-free trace period was 205 less stable than in the CS period. This analysis also showed that the representation of the CS and 206 US were largely distinct following learning, unlike observations in the basolateral amygdala during 207 associative learning [Grewe et al., 2017] .
208
Our analysis established that stimulus identity could be read out from the population activity 209 during the tone and trace period in a learning-dependent manner, and so we sought to connect 210 these findings to changes in neural activity at the level of individual neurons. While some neurons 211 exhibited very robust cue preferences following learning (Fig. 4C, top ), these were rare and most 212 cells showed more graded firing rate changes (Fig. 4C, bottom) . We quantified single neuron tuning 213 via a selectivity index, standardized against a shuffle distribution generated by shuffling trial type 214 identities, and measured the fraction of significantly CS-tuned neurons. Single neuron tuning 215 heavily mirrored the population decoding results, both when computed over the tone and trace 216 periods combined and in individual trial time periods (Fig. 4D) . Similar to the drop in decoding 217 accuracy, the fraction of tuned neurons was lower during the trace period than the CS period for all 218 mice. Overall, neurons' normalized CS selectivity indices were extremely correlated with their 219 weight in the population decoder (Fig. 4E) , demonstrating that the decoding analysis most heavily 220 relied on neurons in the population with strong tuning to CS identity. Finally, we sought to characterize how network structure changed during task learning on a 222 trial-to-trial basis. Across the different learning epochs of the task, the fraction of active neurons in 223 the population significantly increased (Fig. 5A ). In addition to heightened network activity, we 224 asked how the set of active neurons compared across trials. To address this question, we measured 225 the overlap between the set of neurons active during the CS and trace periods between each pair of 226 trials using the Jaccard similarity index (Fig. 5B) . These scores were standardized by a null 227 distribution generated by shuffling the active neuron pool in each trial, in order to control for these observations, we computed the average ensemble similarity to Pre-or Post-Learning trials for 232 each trial in the experiment (Fig. 5D ). These results demonstrate that trace fear learning is 233 accompanied by a large modification in the active neuronal population, beyond that expected from 234 the overall increase in network activity following conditioning. Given the established role of 235 hippocampal circuits in contextual memory formation [Maren et al., 2013, Urcelay and Miller, 2014, 236 Left: example binary activity vectors for two trials. Black indicates the neuron was active on that trial. Right: Jaccard similiarity index for the trial pair shown at left. The observed similarity index is z-scored to a null distribution generated by shuffling the neuron identities on each trial, to control for differences in the number of active neurons. C: Matrix of pairwise z-scored trial similarities for an example mouse. D: Average similarity to Pre-(grey) and Post-Learning (black) trials, for each trial in the experiment (excluding trial self-comparisons). Each mouse is first normalized by its minimum and maximum similarity scores. Learning trials are shaded in Grey. The set of active neurons changes during Learning. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 Fanselow, 2010] , this change may also reflect a learning-dependent change in the representation of 237 the broader context, in addition to or independent of the encoding of the individual CS cues.
238
Discussion
239
Here we have implemented a novel experimental framework for deciphering neural coding during 240 non-spatial, temporal associative learning in the hippocampus using chronic cellular imaging. These 241 methods demonstrate that network dynamics during trace fear conditioning are inconsistent with 242 hypotheses of persistent sequential [Kitamura et al., 2015 , Sellami et al., 2017 Rao-Ruiz et al., 2019] . It is important to note however that in our data, CS-selectivity at the 257 single cell level manifested along a continuum of firing rate differences between conditions (Fig. 4) , 258 and it is unclear how coding differences at these scales would be resolved with IEG-based methods. 259 Our data show that, prior to and following learning, cue information is not actively transmitted 260 by neurons' moment-to-moment firing rates. Neural activity is instead remarkably sparse across 261 time and conditions. The lack of consistent CS coding during the Pre-Learning epoch is consistent 262 with prior evidence that few CA1 pyramidal neurons respond to passive playback of auditory stimuli 263 [Aronov et al., 2017] . It is possible that these dynamics also differ according to sensory modality 264 and behavioral states, such as locomotion. In previous studies that report neural sequences in CA1 265 during delay periods [Pastalkova et al., 2008 , MacDonald et al., 2011 , Wang et al., 2015 , Robinson 266 et al., 2017 , the hippocampal network state was in a regime largely dominated by strong theta 267 oscillations in local field potentials (LFP) and frequent burst firing by pyramidal neurons [Buzsáki 268 and Moser, 2013] reminiscent of activity during active behaviors such as spatial exploration. The 269 dynamics we observe resemble more closely the activity often seen during immobility and awake 270 quiescence, where pyramidal neurons fire only sparsely and in a manner often restricted to 271 population bursts associated with sharp-wave ripple (SWR) LFP events [Buzsáki, 2015] .
272
We observe sparse and temporally variable activity that nevertheless is predictive of task propose a mechanism involving some form of ongoing refreshing activity to maintain synaptic 292 facilitation, which would be incompatible with our observations. As a consequence, the time 293 constant of facilitation limits the lifetime of these memory traces to around the order of a second, 294 which is much shorter than the trace period we considered here. Alternatively, we speculate that 295 coding assemblies may develop through continual Hebbian synaptic potentiation over trials, and and it is known to require synaptic modifications on multiple timescales [Benna and Fusi, 2016] .
300
However, it has never been considered in the case of fear conditioning and long time intervals and 301 will be an important direction for future work.
302
Though differential neural responses to the cues tended to be subtle, we observed an overall 303 marked turnover in the set of active neurons from Pre-to Post-Learning trials that was common for 304 both CS+ and CS-trials. It is possible that this is a broader change in the hippocampal representation that associates the context with the US itself, or reflects an association with more 306 abstract knowledge of the cue-outcome rules [Maren et al., 2013, Urcelay and Miller, 2014 Surgical procedure Viral delivery to hippocampal area CA1 and implantation of headposts, 567 optical fibers, and imaging cannulae were as described previously [Kaifosh et al., 2013 , Kheirbek 568 et al., 2013 , Lovett-Barron et al., 2014 . Briefly, viruses were delivered to dorsal CA1 by 569 stereotactically injecting 50 nL (10 nL pulses) of rAAVs at three dorsoventral locations using a 570 Nanoject syringe (-2.3 mm AP; -1.5 mm ML; -0.9, -1.05 and -1.2 mm DV relative to bregma). For 571 head-fixed optogenetic experiments, mice were chronically implanted with bilateral optical fiber 572 cannulae above the CA1 injection sites after virus delivery [Lovett-Barron et al., 2014 , Kheirbek 573 et al., 2013 . A stainless steel headpost was then fixed to the skull [Kaifosh et al., 2013] . The 574 cannula, headpost, and any exposed skull were secured and covered with black grip cement to block 575 light from the implanted optical fibers. For imaging experiments, mice were allowed to recover in 576 their home cage for 3 days following virus delivery procedures. They were then surgically implanted 577 with a steel headpost along with an imaging window (diameter, 3.0 mm; height, 1.5 mm) over the 578 left dorsal hippocampus. Imaging cannulae were constructed by adhering (Narland optical adhesive) 579 a 3 mm glass coverslip (64-0720, Warner) to a cylindrical steel cannula. The imaging window 580 surgical procedure was performed as detailed previously [Kaifosh et al., 2013, Lovett-Barron et al., 581 2014]. For all surgeries, analgesia was continued for 3 days postoperatively.
582
Behavioral apparatus We adopted our previously described [Kaifosh et al., 2013, 583 Lovett-Barron et al., 2014] head-fixed system for combining 2-photon imaging with 584 microcontroller-driven (Arduino) stimulus presentation and behavioral read-out. To maintain 585 immobility and constrain neural activity related to locomotion [MacDonald et al., 2013] , mice were 586 head-fixed in a body tube chamber [Guo et al., 2014] . The chamber was lined with textured fabric 587 that was interchanged between trials to prevent contextual conditioning. Tones were presented via 588 nearby speakers and air-puffs delivered by actuating a solenoid valve, which gated airflow from a 589 compressed air tank to a pipette tip pointed at the mouse's snout. Water reward delivery during 590 licking behavior was gated by another solenoid valve in response to tongue contact with a metal 591 water port coupled to a capacitive sensor. Electrical signals encoding mouse behavior and stimulus 592 presentation were collected with an analog-to-digital converter, which was synchronized with either 593 optogenetic laser delivery or 2-photon image acquisition by a common trigger pulse.
594
Head-fixed trace fear conditioning Starting 3-7 days after surgical implantation, mice were 595 habituated to handling and head-fixation as previously described [Kaifosh et al., 2013, 596 Lovett- Barron et al., 2014 , Guo et al., 2014 . Within 3 days, mice could undergo up to an hour of 597 head-fixation on the behavioral apparatus while remaining calm and alert. They were then water 598 deprived to 85-90% of their starting body weight and trained to lick operantly for small-volume 599 water rewards ( 500 nL/lick) while head-fixed. Before undergoing experimental paradigms, mice 600 were required to maintain consistent licking for multiple (6-12) 60 second trials per day while 601 maintaining their body weight between 85-90% of starting weight.
602
For optogenetic experiments, we utilized our previously described head-fixed 'trace' fear 603 conditioning paradigm [Kaifosh et al., 2013] . Briefly, we paired a 20 second auditory conditioned 604 stimulus (CS, either 10 kHz constant tone or 2 kHz tone pulsed at 1Hz) with air-puffs 605 (unconditioned stimulus, US; 200 ms, 5 puffs at 1 Hz), separated by a 15 second stimulus-free 'trace' 606 period. During each conditioning trial, we recorded licking from mice over a 55 second period: 10 607 second pre-CS, 20 second CS, 15 second trace, and 5 second US. Mice were conditioned across trials 608 spaced throughout three consecutive days. On each trial, we used suppression of licking during the 609 tone, normalized to licking during the 10 second pre-CS period, as a measure of conditioned fear. 610 We changed the fabric material in the behavioral chamber between every trial to prevent contextual 611 fear conditioning [Kaifosh et al., 2013 , Lovett-Barron et al., 2014 .
612
For 2-photon imaging experiments, we expanded our behavioral paradigm to a differential 613 learning assay using the 2 different auditory cues above as either a CS+ or CS-(where only CS+ is 614 paired with the aversive US). We randomized the assignment of CS+ and CS-tones across mice. 615
Prior to the introduction of US-paired conditioning trials, we obtained multiple trials of behavioral 616 responses (10-15 trials; "Pre-Learning") to each CS cue presented alone in pseudorandom order 617 over 3 days. This helped to confirm that subsequent lick suppression was not due to
618
'pseudoconditioning' or stimulus novelty effects [Burman et al., 2014] . We then subjected mice to 619 our 3-day conditioning protocol with US-pairing as above, but with alternation between CS+ and 620 CS-trials ('Learning'). Finally, over another 3 days, we collected additional trials ( 20-25 of each 621 CS presented in pseudo-random order, 'Post-Learning') with continued US reinforcement on CS+ 622 trials. During Pre-Learning and Post-Learning trials, contextual cues, consisting of the chamber 623 fabric material and a background odor of either 70% ethanol or 2% acetic acid, were randomly 624 changed across trials.
625
Head-fixed optogenetics 200 µm core, 0.37 numerical aperture (NA) multimode optical fibers 626 were constructed as previously detailed [Kheirbek et al., 2013] . A splitter patch cable (Thorlabs) 627 was used to couple bilaterally implanted optical fibers to a 532 nm laser (50 mW, OptoEngine) for 628
ArchT activation while mice were head-fixed. All cables/connections were shielded to prevent light 629 leak from laser stimuli and matching-color ambient LED illumination was continuously provided in 630 the behavioral apparatus so as to prevent the laser activation from serving as a visual cue. After 631 the 10 second pre-CS period on each trace fear conditioning trial, 10 mW of laser light was continuously delivered through each optical fiber for the entire CS-trace-US sequence.
633
Experimenters were blinded to subject viral injections. After data collection, mice were processed 634 for histology and recovery of optical fibers. Subjects were excluded from the study if the implant 635 entered the hippocampus, if viral infection was not complete in dorsal CA1, or if there were signs of 636 damage to the optical fiber that could have compromised intracranial light delivery. 637 2-photon microscopy For imaging experiments, mice were habituated to the imaging apparatus 638 (e.g. microscope/objective, laser, sounds of resonant scanner and shutters) during the training 639 period. All imaging was conducted using a 2-photon 8 kHz resonant scanner (Bruker). As described 640 in [Danielson et al., 2016] , we coupled a piezoelectric crystal to the objective (Nikon 40x NIR water 641 immersion, 0.8 NA, 3.5mm working distance), allowing for rapid displacement of the imaging plane 642 in the z dimension, which permitted simultaneous data collection from CA1 neurons in 2 different 643 optical sections. To align the CA1 pyramidal layer with the horizontal two-photon imaging plane, 644 we adjusted the angle of the mouse's head using two goniometers (±10°range, Edmund Optics).
645
For excitation, we used a 920 nm laser (50-100 mW at objective back aperture, Coherent). Green 646 (512 x 512 pixels each) were separated by 20 µm in the optical axis and acquired at ∼8 Hz given a 651 30ms settling time of the piezo z-device.
652
Image preprocessing All imaging data were pre-processed using the SIMA software package 653 [Kaifosh et al., 2014] . Motion correction was performed using a modified 2D hidden Markov model 654 [Dombeck et al., 2007 , Kaifosh et al., 2013 in which the model was re-initialized on each plane in 655 order to account for the settling time of the piezo. In cases where motion artifacts were not 656 adequately corrected, the affected data were discarded from further analysis. We used the Suite2p 657 software package [Pachitariu et al., 2017 ] to identify spatial masks corresponding to neural region of 658 interest (ROIs) and extract associated fluorescence signal within these spatial footprints, correcting 659 for cross-ROI and neuropil contamination. Identified ROIs were curated post-hoc using the Suite2p 660 graphical interface to exclude non-somatic components.
ROI detection with Suite2p is inherently activity-dependent, and so for each session, we detected 662 only a subset of neurons that were physically present in the FOV. Once signals were extracted for 663 all sessions, we registered ROIs across each session as follows. We first chose the session with the 664 largest number of detected neurons as the reference session, and then computed an affine transform 665 between the time-averaged FOV of all other sessions to the reference. Transforms were visually 666 inspected to verify accuracy. Using these transforms, we processed each session serially to register 667
ROIs to a common neural pool across sessions. For a given session (referred to now as the current 668 session), the calculated FOV transform was applied to all ROI masks to map them to the reference 669 session coordinates. We calculated a distance matrix (using Jaccard similarity) that quantified the 670 spatial overlap between all pairs of reference and current session ROIs. We then applied the
671
Hungarian algorithm [Kuhn, 1955] to identify the optimal pairs of reference and current ROIs. All 672 pairs with a Jaccard distance below 0.5 were automatically accepted as the same ROI. For the 673 remaining unpaired current ROIs, pairs were manually curated via an IPython notebook, which 674 allowed the user to select the appropriate reference ROI to pair or enter the current ROI as a new 675 ROI (i.e., not in the reference pool). Any current ROIs whose centroids that were more than 50 676 pixels away from an unpaired reference ROI were automatically entered as new ROIs, to accelerate 677 the curation. Once all ROIs for the current session were processed (either paired with a reference 678 ROI or labeled as new), the new ROIs were appended to the reference list. The remaining sessions 679 were then processed serially in the same fashion, where the reference ROI list is augmented on each 680 step to include additional ROIs that were not presented in any previously processed session. Once 681 all sessions were processed, this process yielded a complete list of reference ROIs and their identity 682 in each individual session. As a final step, the reference ROIs were warped back to the FOVs of 683 each individual session via affine transform and ROIs that fell outside the boundaries of any session 684 FOV were discarded, so that all analyzed neurons were physically in view for all sessions. Inbound 685 reference ROIs that were not present in individual sessions were assumed to be silent in subsequent 686 analysis.
Event detection All fluorescence traces were deconvolved to detect putative spike events, using 689 the OASIS implementation of the fast non-negative deconvolution algorithm [Friedrich et al., 2017] . 690 Following spike inferencing, we discarded any events whose energy was below 4 median absolute 691 deviations of the raw trace. This avoided including small events within the range of the noise, 692 which could artificially inflate activity rates and correlations between neurons.
693
Given the dominant sparsity of activity, we then discretized ROI trace to indicate whether an 694 event was present in each frame. Trials for each experiment were collected over the span of several 695 days. Consequently, we found that discretization was necessary to prevent variations in imaging 696 system parameters from exerting undue influences on the analysis, as this could introduce arbitrary 697 variance in the scale of calcium events across sessions.
698
Decoding All classifiers were support vector machines (SVM) with a linear kernel, using the Decoding elapsed time We designed a decoder to predict the elapsed time during each trial, in 707 order to assess whether there were consistent temporal dynamics in the neural data during the 708 experiment, such as sequences of time cells. Time decoding was done separately for CS+ and CS-709 trials, and for Pre-and Post-Learning trial blocks, to assess differences between cues and over 710 learning. We analyzed data during both the tone and trace period, for a total of 35 seconds on each 711 trial. We averaged each neuron's activity in non-overlapping 2.5 second bins, so that each trial was 712 described by a sequence of 14 population vectors of activity in time. only on time bins from the trial times that it was trained to discriminate. This result is presented 720 as a matrix in Figure 2 , and demonstrates the linear separability of any two points in time during 721 the task. We then used the decoder to perform a multi-class time prediction analysis. Here each 722 population vector in a held-out test trial is presented to all classifiers, which "vote" on what time 723 bin the data came from. We take the decoded time to be the time bin with the plurality of votes, 724 and repeat this procedure across all time bins in each test trial to decode the passage of time.
725
For all time decoding analyses, we compare the classification accuracy or prediction error to a 726 null distribution, which we calculate by repeating these analyses on 1000 surrogate data sets, where 727 for each trial independently, we randomly permute the order of the time bins. This destroys any 728 consistent temporal information across trials, while preserving the average firing rates and 729 correlations between neurons within each trial.
730
Decoding task variables from instantaneous firing rates We also used a population 731 decoding approach to assess the times in the experiment during which there was significant 732 information about the stimulus identity in the neural data. On each trial, we averaged the activity 733 of each neuron in non-overlapping 1 sec bins. We then trained a separate linear classifier on each 734 time bin to predict whether the population vector came from a CS+ or CS-trial. Classifiers were 735 cross-validated as above on held-out test data. We similarly compared the classification accuracy 736 for trial information to a null distribution, where here we repeated the decoding analysis on 1000 737 surrogate data sets where the CS trial label was randomly shuffled.
738
Decoding from average firing rates We similarly assessed our ability to decode task 739 information from the average firing rates of the neurons within a set trial period on each trial. This 740 procedure is identical to the one outlined above, and we used it to assess our ability to decoder the 741 CS identity during the Pre-CS (-5 to 0 sec), CS (0 to 20 sec), Trace (20 to 35 sec), US (35 to 40 742 sec), and Post-US (40 to 170 sec) periods of the trial (Fig. 4B) , as well as during the CS and trace 743 periods combined (0 to 35 sec, 4A).
744
We additionally assessed how decoders learned at one time period in the task generalize to 745 activity observed in other time periods, by constructing a cross-time period decoding analysis. Here 746 on each cross-validation fold, we trained different decoders to predict CS identity from the activity 747 during each trial period separately. Then on the held-out test data, we tested each decoder not only 748 on the activity from the time period on which it was trained, but on the activity of all other time 749 periods as well (e.g. train on CS, test on trace). The result is a matrix of pairwise trial period 750 comparisons, where the columns indicate the time period used for training the classifier and the row 751 indicate the time period for testing. These comparisons are not necessarily symmetric (e.g., we find 752 that CS-period decoders can be used to predict the cue when tested on trace-period activity better 753 than the reverse).
754
Probabilistic decoding We additionally assessed our ability to decode the CS identity using a 755
Bayesian approach (see S3). The cross-validation and significance methods were identical to the 756 SVM analysis described previously. For every fold, we used a multinomial naïve Bayes classifier to 757 predict the CS cue from the event counts in a given time bin.
758
Selectivity index analysis To assess CS-selectivity at the level of single neurons, we computed 759 a selectivity index as:
where f + and f − are the average activity of the neuron from 0-35 sec on CS+ and CS-trials 761 respectively. This yields an index bounded between +1 (all activity during CS+ trials) and -1 (all 762 activity during CS-trial). Similar to the decoding analysis, we compared this selectivity index to 763 those calculated from 1000 surrogate datasets where the trial type labels were randomly shuffled, 764 which controlled for spurious firing rate differences attributable to small numbers of trials. We 765 computed these scores separately for Pre-and Post-Learning trials, and quantified the fraction of 766 cells active during that trial type which showed significant CS-selectivity, determined by calculating 767 a p-value from the observed SI relative to its shuffle distribution. For the regression to population 768 decoder weights shown in Fig. 4E , we z-scored each SI relative to its shuffle distribution's mean and 769 standard deviation.
770
Ensemble overlap analysis We measured the similarity in the active set of neurons between a 771 pair of trials by computing the Jaccard similarity index, which for two sets is given by the size of 772 the set intersection divided by the size of the set union ( biased by the fraction of active neurons on a given trial; if two trials randomly recruit 50% of 776 neurons, the Jaccard similarity will tend to be higher than if they randomly recruited 10% of 777 neurons, as the former will tend to have more overlapping elements purely by chance. To control for 778 differences in activity rates across trials, we generated 1000 surrogate scores for each trial pair
779
where we recomputed the index between two binary vectors whose elements were randomly assigned 780 as active or inactive to match the fraction of active neurons in the real trials. The observed index 781 was then z-normalized relative to this distribution, to quantify the population similarity beyond 782 that expected from random recruitment of the same number of neurons.
783
Sequence score For analysis of neural sequences during initial Learning trials, we detected the 784 latency to peak firing rate for each neuron that was active on at least 2 Learning trials. We 785 compared this firing order between all Learning trial pairs via Spearman's rank correlation, and 786 assigned a sequence score as the average pairwise rank correlation between trials. This analysis was 787 done separately for CS+ and CS-trials. To assess significance, sequence scores were compared to 788 those calculated from 1000 surrogate datasets, where for each neuron, its activity trace was Figure S2 . Sequential activity is not reliable during initial learning trials. A: Neural sequences during the initial Learning trials, for an example mouse during CS+ trials. Each trial shows the order of neurons' peak firing time, sorted by firing order on the first trial. Only neurons that were active in at least 2 learning trials are shown. B: Rank correlation of peak firing rate times between Learning trials, for the example mouse shown in A. C: Sequence score (average pairwise trial correlation) for B. Grey: null distribution of sequence scores generated by randomly shuffling neuron firing times on each trial. D: Summary of learning trial sequence scores for all mice. Neural sequences are not significantly different from random across trials for either trial type. Time from tone onset (sec)
Decoding accuracy (% correct)
Pre-Learning Post-Learning Figure S3 . Bayesian decoding of CS identity. We repeated the analysis of decoding accuracy for CS identity shown in Figure 3 , here using a naive Bayesian classifier rather than the linear SVM used throughout the paper. The results remained unchanged for both Pre-and Post-Learning trials.
